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Kash & Caryn

"We are sharing our tried and tested tips and tricks to help
you beat the Instagram algorithm, in order to attract the
right audience and grow your business. 

Straight up facts - no fluff."
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HELLO GORGEOUS!
We are Kash and Caryn, the girl bosses behind
Brand Authentic, and the Sisterhood Success
Club. We have extensive experience in:
Business Management, Digital Marketing, Sales
and Finance.  Our mission is to help small
businesses grow to their full potential. 

Are you ready to learn the best tactics to make
your brand seen on Instragram? These are tried
and tested methods by us, and they WORK!

#LetsGo!

Who are we?

@brandauthenticza

@brandauthentic_zahello@brand-authentic.com

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1037131626724524
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1037131626724524
http://www.instagram.com/brandauthentic_za
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=17948864
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Put in the work!

So you've decided to create an Instagram account for your small

business, had high hopes of gaining a substantial following, and

increasing sales.

Only to fail...miserably. 

Don't despair! You are probably making a few very common

mistakes, and can start doing the right things now to turn it around.

Remember, you have thousands of potential customers at your

fingertips, and your job is to find out how to make yourself visible to

attract these customers. Find your tribe, your niche. 

This is a 'no fluff' guide explaining exactly what works. Sure there are

hundreds of 'how to' guides on the Internet making it sound very

easy to gain an unrealistic amount of followers overnight. Sorry to

disappoint you, but this is not one of those guides, growing an

organic following is a slow and steady journey. We have personally

tried these methods and they do work. However, it is not a quick fix

and you do have to put in the effort, be consistent and be patient. 

Implement the following strategies, and with time you will definitely

see a positive difference in the growth of your Instagram community.



Top Tips:

Your Instagram Bio (description under your profile name) is
extremely powerful, and is one of the main deciding factors
in someone deciding to follow your account or not. 

Your Bio should entice your potential followers to follow you.
There are only 150 characters to use, so use them wisely.
Ensure that your Bio clearly defines what you do, indicates
why someone should follow you and what your value
proposition is.

Use emojis and always include a means of communication
(email / phone). 

Lastly don't forget a 'Call to Action' (CTA) which can be a
simple phrase such as: book now, order now, learn more, or
click the link in our bio.

YOUR INSTAGRAM BIO
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Top Tips continued:

There is nothing is more important than genuine

engagement! If you want to grow your account and make

people fall in love with your brand, then you NEED to spend

time engaging with your potential customers. Make them

feel valued.

Ask questions in your captions to start a conversation, and

very important - respond to all comments timeously.

According to the algorithm, comments are way more

important than likes. The more comments you get, the

more people Instagram shows your post to.

It's also important to not only engage with your followers,

but other Instagram users too. Try following accounts similar

to your niche and interact with them. Leave real and

meaningful comments. No lazy and insincere stuff like 'Nice

pic'.

ENGAGEMENT
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Top Tips continued:

While there are plenty of other things to consider, people

are tuning in for your content! This simple idea often gets

overlooked. Also, depending on the type of content you

want to share will determine what you should be posting. 

Ask yourself this:

Why did you follow the last person you just followed on

Instagram?

Probably because their content inspired you, was different

or unique right? Something evoked emotion in you or made

you feel a certain way. 

Refrain from only posting content on your products or

services. People are bombarded with hard sales everyday

and are easily bored. Include aspects of your personal life,

behind the scenes of your brand or personal views. Allow

your audience get to know the PERSON behind the brand.

Remember that people don't just purchase products, they

buy into an idea or an experience created by YOU; someone

they know, like and trust.

CONTENT IS KING
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Top Tips continued:

Instagram is a visual social network so we suggest showing

up with high quality images to make your content stand

out. Whether you can afford to invest in a camera or

cellphone (iPhone is our personal preference), make sure

you put in the effort to make your photos pop! There are

many editing apps out there to help you. Lightroom and

Inpreview are pretty good. Search for them in your App

Store or Google Play Store.

Cohesive editing is super important! Your Instagram

account is an extension of your brand. Do you want to be

known for your dark and moody edits or soft romantic pastel

tones? Finding an editing style will stamp your photos with

your personality! 

Don't be afraid to show your personality through your

photos! People love authenticity. And better yet, if they

connect with your personality they are more likely to follow

you and stick around to see what you get up to. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AND EDITING
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Top Tips continued:

Instagram stories are a great way to extend your personality

to your followers and make them connect with you. Show

them behind-the-scenes of your business, your cute baby,

dog...whatever! 

Feel free to tag brands or other Instagram users, geotag,

and use relevant hashtags to gain more story viewers. 

Play around with filters, backgrounds and templates to

make your stories look attractive. Another thing Instagram

users love is when you do mini videos of yourself speaking

on stories. Even if it's you talking about your morning

routine - people like that kind of stuff, so get creative. Bonus

points for doing an educational video, cool tips or hacks, that

inspires your audience.

UTILIZE INSTAGRAM STORIES
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Top Tips continued:

It's a social network after all guys, so don't be shy!

Firstly, no one is going to know who the heck you are if you

don't comment on other peoples' photos. We have 'regulars'

who comment on our posts, and trust us - we definitely

notice them and we make a concerted effort to interact with

them too. It's important to return the love! 

If someone is in the same industry as you and you genuinely

admire their work, why not send them a DM? Or reach out

to them to meet up for a coffee if you're in the same city? It's

so refreshing to know that you aren't alone in this. 

Other small business owners are experiencing the same

hurdles as you, so instead of competing with them, connect

and start a community! Share information, learn and grow

together! There is more than enough business and success

for everyone. #communityovercompetition

BE SOCIAL AND NETWORK!
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Top Tips continued:

Do you post one photo, then go AWOL for a few days? The

Instagram Algorithm does not like that. 

If Instagram sees you post consistent content that people

are engaging with, it will boost that photo and your profile

more than an inactive user. 

Ideally, we recommend posting every day (however don't

stress if you can't, or take a break on weekends that's fine).

You don't have to be manic about it. Make sure that your

content is on point. Don't just post for the sake of posting

#PostWithPurpose. If this seems overwhelming to you,

consider using a Content Calendar to plan ahead. You can

grab a copy of our editable content calendar over here.

PS: We never said this was easy lol, but it will be worth it.

BE CONSISTENT
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https://www.etsy.com/listing/899411251/4-week-done-for-you-editable-content?ref=shop_home_active_1


Top Tips continued:

This is a great way to get discovered by people in the

same niche as you, AKA your audience!

You can include up to 30 hashtags on a regular post,

and up to 10 hashtags in an Instagram story. There's no

magic number of hashtags to use - however the

consensus is that 7 to 11 hashtags is a good amount to

go with. You’ll need to play around and do some

testing to see what works best for your business. 

 

The most popular Instagram hashtags are not

necessarily the most effective. A hashtag with an

extremely large number of posts may mean many

people follow that hashtag, but it also means there’s a

ton of content on it and your posts will likely get lost

amongst all those other posts. We recommend using a

combination of popular, less popular and then some

specific niche hashtags that are even less popular. Mix

it up (hashtags with 50 000 to 1 000 000 posts

attached to them). 

USE RELEVANT HASHTAGS IN YOUR NICHE
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Top Tips continued:

Ever compare your amount of followers to someone else's

and end up wracking your brain and giving yourself major

anxiety trying to grow your following? Yip we've been there

sis. Don't compare your chapter one to someone else's

chapter twenty, allow yourself to be a beginner, you will get

there.

Remember - it is way more effective to have a smaller, more

engaged and targeted audience, than a larger audience

where people don't even know your real name. It's all about

quality over quantity.

Stop obsessing over the next thousand milestone, and start

focusing and loving on the followers who you already have.

These are your potential customers, and they need to know

that you appreciate them. If you are doing the right things,

your follower count will grow organically. No need to stress.

In 2021 - ENGAGEMENT IS EVERYTHING.

DON'T LOOK AT NUMBERS 
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Top Tips continued:

Lastly, giveaways and competitions are one of the easiest

ways to grow your following. 

For giveaways, make sure that your advert post is

compelling, to the point, exciting and well designed.  The

prize up for grabs has to be relevant to your audience. Don't

ask your followers to complete too many steps to enter -

people are put off by this. Perhaps ask them to follow your

account and tag and a friend in the comments (post to

stories as optional). 

We recommend using a random comment picker app to

choose a winner, and to make a video of the winner

selection. This way your followers can see that the selection

process is fair and not rigged in any way. E.g. you choosing a

winner purely based on their number of followers.

Lastly, stick to the closing dates of your giveaway and

announce the winner on the day and time you've

committed to. And most importantly - make sure that the

winner receives their prize on time!

GIVEAWAYS AND COMPETITIONS
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Helpful tools to download

Canva - Graphic Design Tool (Free option available) Canva
is fantastic to create cohesive, branded Instagram posts
and story templates. Click here

Unsplash - A free app that can be used to download
royalty free images. Click here

Pinterest - Use the free Pinterest app to draw inspiration.
Create vision boards for your business. Click Here

(Free subscription option available for Instagram
Management only) Click here

Plann - An app that allows you to organize, arrange and
schedule your Instagram posts. Plann provides insight into
your Instagram competition, hashtags you should be
using and much more.
Top tip: subscribe to Plann's newsletter / mailing list and
you will receive a free content calendar every month.

subscription costs (if any) prior to downloading.

*It is best to download these apps onto your phone directly.
*Pricing of mentioned apps Is subject to change - please verify
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https://www.canva.com/
https://unsplash.com/
http://za.pinterest.com/
http://www.plannthat.com/


Thank you!

We hope that you found this information super

useful and that it helps in growing your

Instagram community and getting those new

leads and sales flooding in! 

We are keen to know if you have enjoyed this

mini tutorial. Please spare a few secs to

complete our very short survey here. 

 

Lots of love, 

Kash & Caryn xx

The doors to the Sisterhood Success Club will be
opening again soon! Get on the Waitlist HERE and we

will notify you via email.
 

For more entrepreneurial tips and guidance, join our
FREE Facebook Group HERE. 
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https://us17.list-manage.com/survey?u=b801b100c817244fb1000742f&id=e57d968d6f
https://mailchi.mp/360c16de693d/sisterhood
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1037131626724524
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1037131626724524

